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Abstract: The JEM-EUSO mission has been planned for launch on JAXAs H2 Launch Vehicle. Recently, the
SpaceX Dragon spacecraft has emerged as an alternative payload carrier for JEM-EUSO. This paper discusses
the accommodations that are available for JEM-EUSO in the Dragon Trunk and a concept for the re-design of
JEM-EUSO so that it can be launched on Dragon.
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1 Introduction
To increase the launch opportunities for Extreme Universe
Space Observatory on the Japanese Experiment Module
(JEM-EUSO) [1], we are designing a version of JEM-EUSO
that can be accommodated in the Trunk section of the
SpaceX Dragon Spacecraft. SpaceX began regular missions
to deliver cargo to the International Space Station (ISS) in
October 2012 [2]. In addition to delivering cargo to the ISS,
NASA plans to use commercial services to deliver space
crews as well. SpaceX’s Dragon spacecraft is a contender
for providing this service also.

On every launch Dragon carries a section, called the
Trunk, which is an unpressurized cargo carrier. In this paper,
the payload accommodations available for JEM-EUSO in
the Trunk are described and a concept for how JEM-EUSO
could be re-designed to fit in the Trunk is presented.

2 The SpaceX Dragon System
The Dragon Capsule is launched into orbit on SpaceX’s
Falcon 9. After achieving orbit, the Dragon (with the Trunk
attached) proceeds to the ISS where it station-keeps until it
is captured by the ISS Remote Manipulator Arm (RMS) as
shown in figure 1 which is taken from [2].

After docking, cargo intended for the interior of the ISS
is removed from the pressurized Dragon module through
the docking hatch. Instruments intended for mounting on
the exterior of the ISS are carried in the unpressurized Trunk
(the section with solar panels attached as shown in figure
1). The instrument is removed by the RMS and docked to a
payload attachment point on the ISS. Old instruments may
be installed in the trunk for disposal. After the mission to
the ISS is complete, Dragon is undocked and it moves away
from the ISS. Some time later it is deorbited. Before re-
entering the atmosphere, the Trunk is jettisoned and it burns
up in the atmosphere. The Dragon capsule returns, making
a soft landing in the ocean.

The payload capacity of Dragon is 6000 kg which is
divided between the pressurized and unpressurized cargo.
The unpressurized cargo volume in the Trunk is 14 m3.

Figure 1: The SpaceX Dragon attached to the ISS Remote
Manipulator Arm on May 25, 2012 (taken from [2]).

Figure 2: The Trunk showing three payloads attached in
side (taken from [4]).
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Figure 3: This figure shows the space available in the Dragon Trunk for payloads[3].

3 Accommodations in the Trunk
The space available in the trunk for payloads [3] is shown
in figure 3.

3.1 Cargo Space in the Trunk
As shown in figure 3, the Trunk is cylindrical with tapered
and straight sections. The diameter increases from 315 cm
(124 inches) to 335 cm (132 inches) There are flat areas on
the sides were the solar arrays are folded for launch. The
resulting minimum diameter of the trunk is 297 cm (117
inches). The maximum length of the payload volume in
the trunk is 221 cm (87 inches). The avionics tray on the
second stage of the Falcon 9 extends up into the center of
the trunk as shown in figure 3. As a result, the length of
the payload volume is reduced to 178 cm (70 inches). As
shown, there may be some additional volume available in
the in the second stage extension. This is an annular region
46 cm (18 inches) deep lying between the avionics tray and
the inner surface of the second stage extension.

3.2 Payload Attachment in the Trunk
Payloads are attached under the Dragon module at the small
end of the Trunk. The opposite end of the trunk is open once
the second stage of the Falcon 9 separates after boosting the
Dragon spacecraft into orbit. Figure 2 shows an example of
three payloads attached inside the Trunk.

3.3 Release Mechanisms
The payloads shown in Figure 2 are attached using the Flight
Releasable Attachment Mechanism (FRAM). A releasable

attachment mechanism can provide data and power as
well as thermal conduction and radiation pathways. JEM-
EUSO is too heavy for the FRAM so a special releasable
attachment mechanism must be designed. The interface
definition for a releasable attachment mechanism in Dragon
calls for the passive side of the mechanism to be attached
to the framework on the Dragon end of the Trunk and the
active side to be attached to the payload. This means that
the signal to release JEM-EUSO from the Trunk must come
through JEM-EUSO. This signal will be given through the
ISS RMS as explained below.

4 JEM-EUSO Redesign Concepts
To accommodate JEM-EUSO in the Dragon Trunk several
modifications to the JEM-EUSO design will be needed. In
its design for HTV, JEM-EUSO attaches to HTVs Exposed
Pallet at the entrance aperture end of the telescope. This
means that the collapsing telescope tube structure must
be strong enough to transmit the launch loads to the focal
surface, which is the heaviest part of JEM-EUSO. Flying
on Dragon makes it possible to attach JEM-EUSO inside
the Trunk by its focal-surface end. This should result in a
design for JEM-EUSO that saves weight.

In the HTV design it is necessary for the lenses and the
focal surface to have flat sides. The maximum lens diameter
had to be increased in this design to preserve the size of the
entrance aperture. Because the Dragon Trunk has a nearly
circular cross section, the lenses and focal surface in JEM-
EUSO can be round and somewhat smaller.

Because the active side of the releasable attachment
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mechanism is attached to JEM-EUSO, it will be necessary
to use the Power Video Grapple fixture (PVGF) shown in
Figure 4. This makes it possible to transmit the signal to
release JEM-EUSO from the Dragon Trunk. This signal
travels from the ISS RMS through the PVGF which is con-
nected to the active side of releasable attachment mech-
anism on the other end of JEM-EUSO, releasing it from
Dragon. The PVGF must be mounted at the open end of the
Trunk so it is accessible to the ISS RMS.

Figure 4: This figure shows a Power Video Grapple fixture
which must be mounted on JEM-EUSO. It is used to release
the payload from the Dragon Trunk and extract it from the
Trunk (courtesy of NASA).

Figure 5: This figure shows a Flight Releasable Grapple
fixture which must be mounted on the focal surface on
JEM-EUSO. It is where the JEM RMS attaches during the
handoff from the ISS RMS (courtesy of NASA).

Once removed from the Trunk, the ISS RMS will hand
JEM-EUSO off to the RMS on the JEM. The JEM RMS
will attach via a Flight Releasable Grapple Fixture (FRGF)

shown in Figure 5. This fixture must be mounted on the
focal surface end of JEM-EUSO near the Payload Interface
Unit (PIU). The PIU is the device that attaches JEM-EUSO
to the Exposed Facility (EF) on JEM. Mounting the FRGF
near the PIU will permit the JEM RMS to exercise the
control over JEM-EUSO that is needed to successfully mate
the PIU with its matching part on the JEM EF.

5 Summary
We have presented a description of the accommodations
available to JEM-EUSO in the Dragon Trunk. We conclude
that JEM-EUSO can be accommodated on Dragon flights to
the ISS. Using Dragon enables us to re-design JEM-EUSO
in ways that should be beneficial. As pointed out above,
there is reason to believe that JEM-EUSO, redesigned to fit
in the Dragon Trunk, can be somewhat smaller and lighter
while preserving its entrance aperture area and field of view.
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